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The purpose of this paper is to examine the optimal driving frequency and to configure the ultra-
sound energy deposition schema for a various size and location of breast tissues when a portion or
the entire cylindrical ultrasound transducer is employed for breast hyperthermia treatments. This
work employs a computer simulation program based on an ideal ultrasound power deposition from
a cylindrical transducer. The ultrasound power within the breast is assumed to be exponentially
attenuated according to the penetration depth of the ultrasound beam and a uniform absorption for
the entire breast is also assumed. The distribution of the specific absorption rate~SAR! ratio is
employed to determine the heating pattern of a set of given parameters. The control parameters
considered are the ultrasound frequency in the breast tissue, the active portion of cylindrical trans-
ducer, and the shifting distance between the central axes of the breast and the transducer. The effect
of the breast size on the SAR ratio is also considered. Simulation results demonstrate that the breast
size, the ultrasound frequency in breast tissue, the shifting distance, and the active portion of the
cylindrical transducer are the potential parameters for influencing the distribution of the SAR ratio.
High frequencies should be used for the superficial heating treatments and the active portion of the
transducer can be changed to obtain a region with an appropriate SAR ratio to cover the treatment
region. Low frequencies are used for deep heating treatments and the region of the high SAR ratio
can be moved by shifting the transducer and its pattern is varied with the transducer’s active
portion. The distribution of the SAR ratio indicates the domain of treatable tumor size and tumor
depth for a given set of parameters~driving frequency, shifting distance and active portion of the
transducer, as well as breast diameter!. Findings of this study can be used to know whether or not
the tumor is treatable as well as to select the optimal driving frequency and the appropriate active
portion of the cylindrical transducer for a treatment, and hopefully to design an appropriate cylin-
drical ultrasound heating system for breast tumors. ©1998 American Association of Physicists in
Medicine.@S0094-2405~98!01406-0#

Key words: cylindrical ultrasound transducer, breast tumors, treatable domain, optimal frequency,
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mitsumori et al.1 employed an ultrasound hyperthermia sy
tem with an improved planar transducer and the freque
scanning technique to minimize the hot spots and to prov
improved specific absorption rate~SAR! distribution. The
phase I and II clinical trials revealed that 17~55%! exhibited
CR and 11~35%! PR for the 30 evaluable breast tumors.
more advanced hyperthermia treatment system with a cy
drical transducer array applicator mounted on a thr
dimensional translation table has been developed and
sessed by Lu and Hansenet al.2,3 The applicator consists o
384 ultrasound transducers, each 15315 mm, mounted on
the inner surface of a 25-cm-diam cylinder. The optimiz
transducer frequencies are 2.5 MHz for the low frequen
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and 4.0–4.5 for the high frequency. The system is desig
to heat individual quadrants or the complete breast to a
form temperature distribution. The simulation results dem
strate that a combination of low and high frequencies c
deliver an appropriate power deposition to achieve and m
tain a uniform temperature distribution for a target area fr
a quadrant to a whole breast. The agreement between t
retical calculations and experimental results based on n
perfused tissue mimicking breast phantoms is excelle
Some other ultrasound hyperthermia systems can pene
soft tissues to produce deep heating4–7 or can be employed
for superficial heating.8–10

This work employs a relatively simple model for cylindr
cal ultrasound transducers to examine the relationship
1041/1041/8/$10.00 © 1998 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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tween the parameters and the distribution of the specific
sorption rate~SAR! ratio in the breast. Here the SAR ratio
the ratio of the SAR for a point within the breast to that f
a specific point on the breast surface. The ultrasound bea
the breast is attenuated according to the exponential law
a uniform absorption is assumed for the entire breast.
parameters, which might influence the distribution of t
SAR ratio and are investigated, are the breast size, u
sound frequency in the breast tissue, combination of ul
sound frequencies, the shifting distance, and the active
tion of the transducer. The simulation results demonst
that ~1! high frequencies should be used for the superfic
heating treatments, and the variation of the active portion
the transducer can be used for obtaining a region with
appropriate SAR ratio to cover the treatment region;~2! low
frequencies are appropriate for deep heating treatments
the region of high SAR ratio can be moved by shifting t
transducer and its pattern is varied with the active portion
the transducer;~3! the combination of low and high frequen
cies can be used to obtain a portion or the entire breast
a more uniform SAR ratio. The results presented here
valuable for designing an appropriate ultrasound heating
tem for breast tumors and implementing the treatment p
ning.

II. METHODS AND MATERIALS

The deposition of ultrasound energy within the breas
modeled as a cylindrical transducer with uniform pow
emitted from the active portion of the transducer face
shown in Fig. 1~a!. The breast is taken as a bell shape w
different diameters at different depths and surrounded by
transducer. The central axis of the transducer is shifte
distance ofd meters away from that of breast along thex
axis, shown in Fig. 1~b!. The polar coordinates (r ,u), with
respect to theo8–x8–y8 system, are used to describe t
power deposition within the breast. The ultrasonic beam
straight and convergent propagating to the central axis of
transducer and then divergently spreads. The depositio
ultrasonic intensity at each cylindrical shell with respect
the transducer central axis was simplified as a uniform
tribution to obtain a relatively simple but realistic approx
mation and avoid overly complicated calculations. Moreo
the ultrasound power within the breast is assumed to be
ponentially attenuated according to the penetration dept
the ultrasound beam. A uniform absorption of ultrasound
the entire breast is also assumed.

A. One-dimensional power deposition

As the central axis of the transducer is coincident w
that of the breast (d50), the ultrasound power depositio
within the breast is one dimensional, symmetrical to the c
tral axis. The control parameter for the power deposition
the ultrasound frequency or attenuation~m! in the tissue.
~The acoustic attenuation in tissue changes as a functio
frequency and tissue properties. For most tissue this cha
can be approximated as directly proportional to frequen
and hence the following equations and figures are labe
Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 6, June 1998
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with attenuation. Once the optimal attenuation in the bre
tissue is known, we can obtain the optimal driving fr
quency.! The ultrasound power propagating through a u
length of a cylindrical shell with radiusr meter within the
breast is

Q~m,R;r !5Q•@e22m~R2r !1e22m~R1r !#, ~1!

wherem is the attenuation of ultrasound in breast tissueR
denotes the breast’s radius under investigation;Q represents
the ultrasound power emitted from a unit length of the cyl
drical transducer;Q(m,R;r ) denotes the ultrasound powe
propagating through a unit length of a cylindrical shell wi
radiusr meter, the surface’s area is equal toA(r )52pr .

The ultrasound intensity at the point located on the cyl
drical shell with radiusr meter within the breast is

I ~m,R;r !5
Q•@e22m~R2r !1e22m~R1r !#

2pr
. ~2a!

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic diagram of the geometry studied for the distribution
the SAR ratio within a breast while a cylindrical ultrasound transduce
used for the hyperthermia treatment. The breast is assumed as a bell
with a diameter of 16 cm in the bottom, 4 cm close to the apex, and 8
12 cm for the middle. The breast is placed in a cylindrical ultrasound tra
ducer with an emitting powerQ for unit length.~b! The relative position
between the cylindrical transducer and the breast. The central axis o
transducer is shifted a distance ofd away from that of breast along thex
axis. The polar coordinates (r ,u) is used and the SAR value at the poin
(R2d,0°) is taken as the reference for the distribution of the SAR ratio
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The ultrasound intensity on the breast surface is

I ~m,R;R!5
Q•@11e24mR#

2pR
. ~2b!

Assuming that the ultrasound intensities are insufficien
large to cause wave distortion and that the attenuation
absorption for breast tissue are equal~all of the attenuated
energy is absorbed in the heating field!;11 then the SAR in
homogeneous and uniformly attenuative media is prop
tional to the ultrasound intensity. Hence, we can obtain
ratio of the SAR on the cylindrical shell with radiusr meter
within the breast to that on the breast surface as

SR~m,R;r ;R!

5
SAR~m,R;r !

SAR~m,R;R!

5
I ~m,R;r !

I ~m,R;R!

5GG~r ;R!•
e22m~R2r !1e22m~R1r !

11e24mR , ~3a!

GG~r ;R!5
A~R!

A~r !
5

R

r
, ~3b!

where GG(r ;R) and SR(m,R;r ;R) denote the geometrica
gain and the ratio of SAR on the cylindrical shell with radi
r meter within the breast to that on the breast surface,
spectively.

B. Two-dimensional power deposition

As the central axis of the transducer is shifted a dista
(d) away from that of breast, the ultrasound power depo
tion within the breast becomes two dimensional. The con
parameters for the power deposition are the ultrasound
quency@or ultrasound attenuation in breast tissue~m!# and
the shifting distance (d). The polar coordinate (r ,u), with
respect to theo8–x8–y8 system, is then used to describe t
power deposition.

The power deposition at the point (r ,u) within the breast
is contributed by the ultrasound beams from both the fr
and back directions as shown in Fig. 1~b!. S(R,d;u) and
S8(R,d;u), the penetrating distances of the ultrasou
beams from the front and back directions, respectively, to
central axis of the transducer with an angleu, can be ob-
tained by solving

S212dS cosu1d22R250 ~4a!

and

S8222dS8 cosu1d22R250. ~4b!

The ultrasound intensity at the point (r ,u) within the breast
is

I ~m,R,d;r ,u!5
Q•@e22m~S2r !1e22m~S81r !#

2pr
~5a!

and that on the breast surface at the point (R2d,0°) is
Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 6, June 1998
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I ~m,R,d;R2d,0°!5
Q•~11e24mR!

2p~R2d!
. ~5b!

The ratio of the SAR for a point (r ,u) within the breast to
that for the point (R2d,0°) on the breast surface is

SR~m,R,d;r ,u;R2d,0°!5
SAR~m,R,d;r ,u!

SAR~m,R,d;R2d,0°!

5
I ~m,R,d;r ,u!

I ~m,R,d;R2d,0°!

5GG~r ,u;R2d,0°!

•

e22m~S2r !1e22m~S81r !

11e24mR , ~6a!

GG~r ,u;R2d,0°!5
R2d

r
, ~6b!

where GG(r ,u;R2d,0°) and SR(m,R,d;r ,u;R2d,0°) de-
note the geometrical gain and the ratio of SAR at the locat
(r ,u) within the breast to that on the breast surface atR
2d,0°), respectively.

For a cylindrical transducer with an active portion (w
,360°), symmetrical to thex8 axis, the control parameter
for the ultrasound power deposition arem, d, andw. For a
point (r ,u) within the breast, we consider the ultrasou
beams from the front and/or back directions.

For the point (r ,u) located within the region2w/2<u
<w/2 of the breast, the power intensity caused by the ul
sound beam from the front direction is

I ~m,R,d,w;r ,u!5
Q•e22m~S2r !

w/180•pr
. ~7a!

For the point (r ,u) located within the region 180°2w/2
<u<180°1w/2 of the breast, the power intensity caused
the ultrasound beam from the back direction is

I ~m,R,d,w;r ,u!5
Q•e22m~S81r !

w/180•pr
. ~7b!

The ultrasound intensity at (R2d,0°) on the breast surface i

I ~m,R,d,w;R2d,0°!5
Q

w/180•p~R2d!
. ~7c!

The ratio of the SAR for the point (r ,u) within the breast to
that at (R2d,0°) on the breast surface is as follows.

~a! For the point (r ,u) of the breast facing the transduc
er’s active portion,2w/2<u<w/2:

SR~m,R,d,w;r ,u;R2d,0°!

5
I ~m,R,d,w;r ,u!

I ~m,R,d,w;R2d,0°!

5GG~r ,u;R2d,0°!•e22m~S2r !, ~8a!

GG~r ,u;R2d,0°!5
R2d

r
. ~8b!

~b! For the point (r ,u) of the breast backing to the trans
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FIG. 2. The distribution of the SAR ratio for the shifting distance (d) equal to zero, the active portion of transducer 360°, and the attenuation of ultras
in breast tissue is varied from 5, 15, 25, 35, to 45 Np/m, while the diameter of breast is 4, 8, 12, and 16 cm, respectively.
-
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ducer’s active portion, 180°2w/2<u<180°1w/2:

SR~m,R,d,w;r ,u;R2d,0°!

5
I ~m,R,d,w;r ,u!

I ~m,R,d,w;R2d,0°!
~8c!

5GG~r ,u;R2d,0°!•e22m~S81r !,

GG~r ,u;R2d,0°!5
R2d

r
. ~8d!

Equations~3a!, ~6a!, ~8a!, and ~8c! investigate the relation
ship between the parameters and the distribution of the S
ratio, as well as the treatable domain for a given set of c
trol parameters.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. One-dimensional power deposition

To examine the effects of breast size and ultrasound
quency on the distribution of the SAR ratio within the brea
Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 6, June 1998
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FIG. 3. The distributions of the SAR ratio for a cylindrical ultrasound tran
ducer operating at the fundamental~attenuation 15 Np/m! and harmonic
resonance frequency~attenuation 45 Np/m! on a power weighting basis.
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FIG. 4. The distribution of the SAR ratio for the attenuation of ultrasound in breast tissue 5 Np/m and the active portion of transducer 360°;~a! and ~b! the
breast’s diameter equal to 12 cm, while the shifting distance is 1.0 and 4.0 cm, respectively;~c! a large breast~diameter 16 cm! with a shifting distance 4.0
cm, and~d! a small breast~diameter 4 cm! with a shifting distance 1.0 cm.
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when a cylindrical ultrasound transducer is used, the brea
diameter (2R) is varied from 4, 8, 12, to 16 cm, and th
ultrasound attenuation~m! is from 5, 15, 25, 35, to 45 Np/m
~With regards to the attenuation of breast tissue at 1 M
approximately 10 Np/m and at 2 MHz approximately
Np/m,12 this requires an approximate frequency range
0.5–4.5 MHz!. The central axis of cylindrical transducer c
incides with that of breast~the shifting distanced50!, and
hence the ultrasound power deposition within the breas
one dimensional~symmetrical with the central axis!. Figures
2~a!–2~d! are the distributions of the SAR ratio based on E
~3a!. Figures 2~a!–2~d! reveal that the SAR ratio for low
attenuations is always higher than that for high attenuati
for all different breast sizes, and show that the ratio increa
from the surface to the central portion of the breast for l
attenuation cases but, for high attenuation cases, it decre
initially and then increases and the value is lower than 1.0
Fig. 2~a! the SAR ratio for the small breast case~diameter 4
cm! increases and is always higher than 1.0 for all atten
tions except 45 Np/m. In Fig. 2~d! the ratio for the large
Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 6, June 1998
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breast case~diameter 16 cm! decreases initially and then in
creases for all attenuations except 5 Np/m. For low atten
tions, a single peak of the SAR ratio appears in the cen
portion of the breast for all different breast sizes. Howev
two peaks appear for large breasts with high attenuatio
one higher peak appears on the breast surface and the
in the central portion of the breast.

Figure 2 depicts the relationship between treatable
main and frequency for different breast sizes if an appro
ate definition is given for the treatable region. For instan
we might define the domain with the SAR ratio higher th
3.0 as the treatable region. The criterion would indicate t
~a! lower frequencies should be used in the treatment of
central portion of the breast for all different breast sizes, a
~b! the treatable region size is dependent on the freque
and a lower frequency owns a larger region. For large bre
with high frequencies, the SAR ratio is always smaller th
1.0, we might define the portion with a SAR ratio higher th
0.3 as the treatable region. The criterion would give that~a!
higher frequencies can be used in the treatment of the su
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FIG. 5. The distribution of the SAR ratio for the attenuation of ultrasound in breast tissue 45 Np/m and the active portion of transducer 360°;~a! and~b! the
breast’s diameter equal to 12 cm, while the shifting distance is 1.0 and 4.0 cm, respectively;~c! a large breast~diameter 16 cm! with a shifting distance 4.0
cm; and~d! a small breast~diameter 4 cm! with a shifting distance 1.0 cm.
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ficial portion of large breasts,~b! a lower frequency owns a
larger treatable region but the other peak of the SAR ratio
the central portion of the breast might be too high, and~c!
high frequencies cannot be used in the treatment of the
perficial portion for small breasts. These figures display
treatable region for a given breast size and the correspon
attenuation, which is called the optimal attenuation, indic
ing the optimal driving frequency to yield the given treatab
region. Hence, the optimal driving frequency is the one to
used to obtain a given treatment region for a given bre
size. The above finding suggests that the treatable portio
the central or superficial breast can be determined by se
ing an appropriate frequency while the breast size is kno

Figure 3 is the distributions of the SAR ratio for a cylin
drical transducer operating at the fundamental and harm
resonance frequencies, attenuation 15 and 45 Np/m, res
tively. SAR ratios for different power weightings are als
shown. A power weighting close to 15 Np/m results in
deep heating, and the other way close to 45 Np/m will obt
a superficial heating. The results demonstrate that the tr
Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 6, June 1998
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able region can be controlled by using a single cylindri
ultrasound transducer operating in some combination of f
damental and harmonic resonance frequency on a po
weighting basis.13

B. Two-dimensional power deposition

As the central axis of the cylindrical transducer is shift
a distance ofd meters from that of breast, the ultrasoun
power deposition within the breast becomes two dim
sional. Frequency@or attenuation~m!#, shifting distance (d),
and the breast’s diameter (2R) are the factors potentially
influencing the distribution of the SAR ratio. Figures 4~a!
and 4~b! based on Eq.~6a! for a breast’s diameter of 12 cm
and attenuation 5 Np/m and shifting distances 1.0 and
cm, provide the simulation results revealing that the distrib
tion of the SAR ratio is dependent on the shifting distan
Figures 4~c! and 4~d! are the distributions of the SAR rati
for a large breast~diameter 16 cm! with a shifting distance
4.0 cm and a small breast~diameter 4 cm! with a shifting
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1047 Lin et al. : Patterns of cylindrical ultrasound transducers 1047
distance of 1.0 cm, respectively. Figures 4~a!–4~d! display
that ~a! the pattern of the SAR ratio is shifted with the tran
ducer,~b! both the region of the SAR ratio higher than 1
and the peak value of the SAR ratio become smaller as
shifting distance increases, and~c! the region of the high
SAR ratio is shifted with the transducer for all differe
breast sizes.

Figures 5~a! and 5~b!, based on Eq.~6a! for an attenuation
of 45 Np/m with a breast diameter of 12 cm and shifti
distances 1.0 and 4.0 cm, reveal that the distribution of
SAR ratio is dramatically changed with the shifting distan
The central portion of the SAR ratio is shifted with the c
lindrical transducer and its value increases with the shift
distance, while the value on the breast surface decreases
region of the SAR ratio higher than 0.3 converges from
superficial region of an entire breast to a small region in
right breast. Figures 5~c! and 5~d! are the distributions of the
SAR ratio for a large breast~diameter 16 cm! with a shifting
distance 4.0 cm and a small breast~diameter 4 cm! with a

FIG. 6. The distribution of the SAR ratio for the shifting distance equal
0.0 cm, the breast’s diameter 12 cm, and the attenuation of ultrasou
Np/m, while the active portion of the transducer is 120° and 240°, res
tively.
Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 6, June 1998
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shifting distance 1.0 cm, respectively. The region of the S
ratio higher than 0.3 is located on the superficial portion
the breast and shifted with the transducer for the large br
case. However, a region with the SAR ratio higher than 1
which is shifted with the transducer, appears for the sm
breast case. This indicates that a planar transducer is m
appropriate for small breasts to obtain a superficial reg
with a high SAR ratio.

In addition to the frequency and the shifting distance
the transducer, the active portion~w! of the cylindrical trans-
ducer can also be employed to control the distribution of
SAR ratio. To examine the effects of the active portion of t
transducer on the distribution of the SAR ratio, the act
portion ~w! is varied from 120° to 240° for a breast diamet
12.0 cm with a shifting distance 0.0 cm and attenuation
and 45 Np/m. Figures 6~a! and 6~b!, obtained from Eqs.~8a!
and ~8c! for attenuation 5 Np/m, indicate that the doma
with a SAR ratio higher than 3.0 is located in the cent
portion of the breast and its size is proportional to the act

5
c-

FIG. 7. The distribution of the SAR ratio for the shifting distance equal
0.0 cm, the breast’s diameter 12 cm, and the attenuation of ultrasoun
Np/m, while the active portion of the transducer is 120° and 240°, resp
tively.
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1048 Lin et al. : Patterns of cylindrical ultrasound transducers 1048
portion ~w! of transducer. Figure 6~a! reveals that the righ
portion of the breast facing the active portion of the tra
ducer owns a higher SAR ratio. Figure 6~b!, with an active
portion 240°, displays three distinct regions: facing on, ba
ing to the active portion of transducer, and a combination
both. The combination region owns the highest SAR ra
Figures 7~a! and 7~b!, for attenuation of 45 Np/m, indicat
that the domain with the SAR ratio exceeding 0.3 is alwa
located in the superficial region of the breast and its siz
proportional to the active portion~w! of transducer.

The above study demonstrates that:~1! the driving fre-
quency, the shifting distance, and the active portion of
cylindrical transducer are the potential control parameters
the distribution of the SAR ratio;~2! for superficial heating
treatments, high frequencies should be used and the a
portion ~w! of the transducer can be changed to obtain
region with an appropriate SAR ratio to cover the treatm
region; ~3! for deep heating treatments, low frequenc
should be used and the shifting of transducer can move
region of high SAR ratio and its pattern can also be c
trolled by changing the active portion of transducer;~4! the
distribution of the SAR ratio is also dependent on the bre
size; ~5! for a small breast, a high SAR ratio on the supe
cial region of breast cannot be formed using a cylindri
transducer even though high frequencies are used. In
case, a planar transducer with high frequencies is sugge

The study of SAR ratio distribution is based on an ide
ultrasound power deposition from a cylindrical transduc
The interference maxima and minima in the near field for
cylindrical transducer oscillate within an envelop
function14,15and will be further studied using the wave equ
tion while appropriate lengths of the sides of curved rect
gular transducer elements are employed to form the en
cylindrical ultrasound transducer.

IV. CONCLUSION

The above SAR ratio study for a cylindrical transduc
employs a relatively simple model of power deposition
investigate the optimal driving frequency for the ultrasou
transducer, as well as the treatable domain of breast
respect to the breast size, the shifting distance, and the a
portion of transducer. Simulation results demonstrate the
timal attenuation to select the appropriate driving freque
for a given SAR ratio pattern. The above results also indic
the treatable domain for a given driving frequency, shifti
distance, and active portion of transducer. Findings of
study can be used as a guideline~1! to know whether or not
the desired treatment region is treatable,~2! to select the
optimal driving frequency for the transducer and an app
priate shifting and active portion of transducer for a tre
ment while the desired treatment size and depth are kn
during the clinical treatment,~3! to specifically design an
appropriate ultrasound heating system for breast tumor tr
Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 6, June 1998
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ments. These SAR ratio patterns are the initial results
could then be modified for additional modeling that wou
include temperature calculations, the arrangement of tra
ducer elements, amplitude control of each element, etc.
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